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Agreement
This terms of sale agreement (this agreement) constitutes a binding legal contract between you
(buyer) and the company euro-license-plates (seller), represented by her managing director : Ms.
ManonlvantWersch, Johan Frisostraat 9, 6176 BV, Spaubeek, the Netherlands, the owner and
operator of euro-license-plates.com (hereafter named : this site or the site). By ordering any product or
service through this site, you signify your acceptance of this agreement, as it may be amended or
supplemented from time to time. Changes to this agreement will be effective when posted.
Acceptance and Payment Terms
Advertised prices are in U.S. dollars (US $) and exclude shipping, handling and taxes unless
otherwise noted. Orders are deemed accepted only when fulfilled. You are responsible for paying all
taxes associated with your order. euro-license-plates may change prices without notice to you before
euro-license-plates enters your order and may modify and substitute products and components
without notice to you prior to shipping. Payment is due at the time stated in your invoice or when
product is shipped unless euro-license-plates has extended credit to you. Amounts not paid when due
bear interest at the rate of 1.5% per month (18% per annum) or the highest rate allowed under
applicable law, whichever is lower. The seller has the right to cancel any transaction without notice.
If the amount you pay for an item is obviously incorrect, regardless of whether it is an error in a price
posted on this site or otherwise communicated to you, then we reserve the right, at our sole discretion,
to cancel your order and refund to you the amount that you paid. This policy will apply regardless of
how the error occurred.
Discount coupons are valid on the item price, not on the shipping charges. Each coupon code may be
used once. It is not possible to add a discount coupon to an order when the payment has been done
already.
Sales Tax
All items sold to a buyer within the European Union are due with 19% Dutch sales Tax (BTW). The
sales tax is included in the price of item and postage/handling. You will receive an invoice with the
sales tax stated of your purchase. For items sold to a buyer to anywhere else in the world, outside the
European Union, the sales tax is 0% and is included in the price of the item and postage/handling. The
customs of your country may charge you local sales tax for the imported item upon delivery. It is the
responsibility of the buyer to pay all taxes associated with any purchase through this site. Each item
shipped outside the European Union will carry a Postal custom declaration CN22 with the contents
and value of the package stated.
Product Description
We attempt to describe the items offered on the site as accurately as possible; however, we do not
warrant that the descriptions or other content on the site are accurate, complete, reliable, current or
error-free.
Mounting frames are enclosed free with the order (if mentioned in the product description), mounting
frames cannot be sold individually. Dealer names and cities on mounting frames can vary, depending
on availability, they will always have the car brand name the buyer has chosen.
Shown license plates on pictures are examples, for used and mint license plates, the registration
number will vary. The condition of the plate you receive will be equal or better to the plate(s) shown
and described.
It is the buyers responsibility to check before buying if a plate with frame fits on the front bumper of the
car from the buyer. The size for long plates with frames is approx 21 x 5 inch, single plates are approx
20.5 x 4.5 inch each (52x11 cm). The seller is not responsible if a bought product does not fit, nor
does the seller guarantee that a plate with frame fits on a certain brand and type car.
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Availability
Buyer agrees that if the item(s) described is out of stock at the time of purchase, said item(s) will be
placed on back order for a period not to exceed thirty (30) business days. Item(s) on back order for a
period of thirty (30) business days will be refunded without notice.
Custom ordered plates will be produced within 5 business days after the payment of the buyer has
been received.
Display
We have made every effort to display the items featured on this site as accurately as possible. Please
note, however, that the colors we use, as well as the display and color capabilities of your particular
computer monitor, will greatly affect the colors actually seen on the screen. The site cannot be
responsible for the limitations of your monitor’s display of any color or detail. For optimal viewing, we
recommend setting your monitor to 1024 x 768.
Payments and Disputed Payments
euro-license-plates only accepts payments through PayPal. We do not accept checks, drafts, or
money orders for orders submitted through the site. You will bear all costs associated with a disputed
credit card charge which results in action from our merchant account provider PayPal, otherwise
known as “chargebacks”.
Shipping and Insurance
All items are shipped by insuranced and registered mail to anywhere abroad. For items in stock, the
item is shipped within 3 business days after receiving the payment from the buyer for the order. For
customized items, the shipping date may be up to 5 business days later, due to the manufacturing
process. The buyer must check the package before accepting it. In case of visible damage, the buyer
must reject the package. The package will then be returned to the seller, who will claim the damage
with the shipping company, in this case the seller will send the buyer a replacement and/or exchange
of the item for a similar item, which has equal or greater value.
Unless otherwise mentioned, all items are shipped by Priority air-mail with the Postal Service.
Delivery times vary. To Northern America the delivery time is approx 1-2 weeks after mailing
euro-license-plates has no control about the speed of the postal service. It is not possible (yet) to track
the package on-line.
Items with delivery address in the Netherlands, might be shipped with DHL, this choice makes eurolicense-plates.
In case of returned items which were unclaimed, refused or with wrong address, euro-license-plates
will contact the buyer. There will be no refund. For re-sending the goods to the buyer, the postage
costs are due again and have to be paid by the buyer.
If the buyer does not respond to this contact request or does not pay the postage costs for re-delivery
within 14 (fourteen) days after the initial contact request, euro-license-plates is allowed to restock the
item. The restocking fee is equal to the sale price paid by the buyer for the returned item.
In case of an error in the address, made by euro-license-plates, or a rejected package due to item
damage, the costs for returning the goods will be paid by euro-license-plates. A refund is not possible.
For express delivery, the buyer has to organize and pay a pick-up by an express company and
communicate this with euro-license-plates. euro-license-plates does not offer express mail delivery
itselves. A local pick-up of the purchase by the buyer in person is not possible.
Lost packages : in case of non-arrival of the package, the buyer has to mention this to the seller. At
least 3 weeks after mailing out the package, a trace through the postal service can be done by the
seller. The result for this trace can take up to 3 months. The seller does not need to replace a possible
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lost package until the result of the trace is known. In case of a confirmed lost package, the seller will
replace the contents of the original mailed package. A refund is not possible.
Legal
All license plates sold are for collector/hobby/souvenir use only. They are not to replace any official
license plate on a car. It is the responsibility of the buyer to inform if mounting of a souvenir plate to
any car, is legal by law in his state or country on public road(s). euro-license-plates is not liable for
fines, tickets or any law problems the buyer receives when using a souvenir plate bought through this
site on a car.
Disclaimer of Warranties
You hereby waive all other remedies, warranties, guarantees or liabilities, express or implied, arising
by law or otherwise, whether or not occasioned by the negligence of euro-license-plates. You
acknowledge by your use of euro-license-plates’ products that your use of the products and any
reliance upon them is at your sole risk, and that you assume full responsibility for all costs associated
with all necessary servicing or repairs of any equipment you use in connection with euro-licenseplates’ products. euro-license-plates expressly disclaims all other warranties of any kind, whether
express or implied, including, but not limited to the implied warranties of merchantability, quality and
performance.
Waiver and Limitation of Liability
euro-license-plates has priced its products upon the understanding, and you hereby acknowledge the
understanding, that euro-license-plates will not be responsible or liable for any form of consequential,
incidental, statutory, punitive, exemplary or indirect damages of whatever kind or type arising from any
type of commercial, business, environmental, tort, warranty, contract, strict liability or other causes
arising directly or indirectly from or in connection with any product and/or its use.
Follow all instructions and heed all warnings accompanying any products associated with the site.
Some products, including those with small pieces, may not be suitable for children and should be kept
out of the reach of children. All tools used for construction of craft products must be used carefully and
with adult supervision.
You agree not to join in any lawsuit with another person or serve as a class representative of any class
action lawsuit against euro-license-plates arising out of your purchase or use of products ordered via
the site.
Indemnification
You agree to defend, indemnify and hold completely harmless euro-license-plates from and against
any and all claims, damages, costs and expenses, including attorneys’ fees, arising from or related to
the use of any items you purchased via the site.
euro-license-plates reserves the right to alter or amend this policy at any time for any reason including
changes in law and regulations that affect the terms of data storage.
To all rights, obligations, offers, orders and agreements on which apply these conditions, as well as to
these conditions exclusively Dutch right applies.
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Return policy
The buyer has the right to return the goods and cancel the order within 7 days. The buyer must
contact the seller before returning the goods. The shipping costs for returning the goods have to be
paid by the buyer and will not be compensated. Customized items cannot be returned.
Items must be returned in original unused condition. We are not able to accept for return, replacement,
refund, etc. any products which have been abused, used, modified, improperly installed, mishandled,
improperly maintained or damaged (in return shipping or otherwise). Any products returned to us for
exchange or replacement must be received in perfectly resalable condition with all original packaging.
Exchanges or refund requests will be denied in all cases where non-resalable merchandise is
received.
Original shipping & handling, delivery and similar fees (including related sales taxes) are considered
services already consumed and are therefore not refundable. You are responsible for properly
packaging of the product(s) to be returned and for delivering the products to the common carrier of
your choice. You are responsible for any damage to or loss of the product(s) during return shipment.
Warranty & guarantee
Seller makes no warranty, explicit, implied or otherwise on any item(s) purchase unless specifically
stated in the content of the auction and/or listing. The Buyer understands that all items(s) described as
used are sold as is. Any manufacturer defects must be reported to the Seller who will assist the buyer
in receiving a replacement and/or exchange of the item for a similar item, which has equal or greater
value.
Copyright
All images, texts, logos, etc are the property of and copyrighted by euro-license-plates or their
respective owners and may not be reproduced without written permission. All rights reserved.
Audi is a registered trademark of AUDI AG, BMW is a registered trademark of BMW AG, Mercedes is
a registered trademark of Daimler-Chrysler AG, Porsche is a registered trademark of Dr.
Ing.h.c.F.Porsche AG, Volkswagen is a registered trademark of Volkswagen AG, Volvo is a registered
trademark of Volvo Trademark Holding Aktiebolag.
euro-license-plates is not affiliated in any way with any of these manufacturers above.
Security
euro-license-plates is committed to maintaining your privacy and security. We will make every effort to
keep any data you provide us safe and secure at all times. Information collected for the purpose of
processing orders will be kept within euro-license-plates with the exception of required order
processing through suppliers and shipping companies. Your details are never revealed to any third
parties except for the above exception. All personal information transferred during your payment
procedure is done on a secure connection
Effective Date: 1 July 2009
euro-license-plates is operated by ManonfvanfWersch, Johan Frisostraat 9, 6176 BV, Spaubeek, The
Netherlands.
euro-license-plates is registered with the chamber of commerce Zuid Limburg, Netherlands under
number 14095785. BTW (VAT) Number : NL 156474359 B 01
You will receive an invoice in US$ with your purchase.
If sold within the European Union the prices include 19% Dutch Sales Tax (BTW).
No (0%) sales tax is charged by the seller if sold outside the European Union.

